Journees arithmetiques [1973 Let K and N be algebraic number fields, i.e., extensions of finite degree of the field Q of rational numbers, with N a normal extension of K with Galois group Gal(N/K) = r . Let 0-and 0 be the rings of algebraic integers in K , and in N respectively. Then 0 is a module over the group ring 0(r) , and we are interested in the global structure of this module. One knows (Theorem of Emmy N'other) that 0 is locally free over 0(r) (hence locally free of rank 1 ), if and only if N/K is at most tamely ramified. We assume this to be the case, so that we have fixed the local structure of 0 over (3(r) . It is then convenient to introduce the classgroup a(0(r)) of (Mr) .
This classifies the locally free rank one 0(r) -modules to within stable isomorphism. Here two such modules M and M are stably isomorphic, if there is a free (V{T) -module F of finite rank, so that MCF = M ®F . We denote by fo] the class in a(^(r)) of the module 0 . We wish to determine fo] .
What is known in this direction so far concerns special cases, although it is possible to define general invariants of an arithmetic nature, which can be used to describe fo] , to unify the known results and to get more general theorems.
This will be done elsewhere. Here I shall again consider a particular situation which leads to rather interesting results and problems.
Let now K = 0 , i.e., (V = Z . Write H. for the (generalised) qua4m ternion group of order 4m . We consider tamely ramified extensions N/Q with Gal(N/Q) = H-. One knows that a(Z(Hj) is of order 2 , and in fact there This theorem is rather surprising. The proof is based on a good arithmetic classification of the fields N , which essentially goes back to papers of mine of twenty years ago, but it does not give any real insight into why such a theorem ' should hold. Some other alternative proof would therefore be desirable. Note however that N/Q is wildly ramified. In fact we do get Note for the definition of x^u) that u is a rational idele, hence an idele of E . The case relevant to us is given by the Corollary. IjL W(x) = ± 1 then
Serre has pointed out that the formula of Theorem 4 yields a similar formula for non-Abelian characters, namely
Here 6^ is the "determinant" of * , i.e. viewed as a character of a Galois 
